
“We are a future-oriented company 

fostering bio-sustainability through 

ethical business practices”

NATURBAZAAR



WE ARE
WHO

We are a Colombian startup company based in the 

city of Armenia. We have committed ourselves to 

the development of Bio sustainable products 

derived mainly from hemp and education services 

to meet the demand of holistic development of 

children for the 21st century.



OUR COMPANY IS BUILT UPON 

REVOLUTIONARY IDEAS.

We are focused on creating a revolutionary Co-Op based Agro-Industrial product development chain 
that lays emphasis on socio-economic feedback to farmers and farm labor.  
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VISION
What Made Us Start

Our founders’ deep motivation to compete 
against petrochemical products and create 

ethical business models led them on the 
journey to develop bio sustainable products’ 

and socio-economic business solutions. 

Our company Natur Bazaar is our vehicle in this 
journey.

Improve Human lives by 

substitution of all 

harmful chemical 

products with bio 

sustainable ones 

channeled through 

socio-economic equity 

based business models.



Mission
Where are we headed

Though our mission we are working towards 
establishment of sustainable Corporate and 

Non-Governmental ecosystems to realize our 
vision. 

Development Of a 

Diversified business 

Portfolio for production 

And provision of 

premium, Eco-friendly 

goods 

And services.



Our

Team

Founders Mentors Associates

1. Mohammad Hassain,

CEO, Natur Bazaar, SAS

(+5 years experience in Colombian and 

Indian Hemp Industries. +7 years of design 

thinking mentoring and project execution 

experience in Robotics, Automation and 

Manufacturing)

2. Juan Carlos Chitiva,

GRO, Natur Bazaar, SAS

(+10 years experience in Colombian 

Agriculture management)    

1. Antonio Romero Ramirez

Business advisor, Natur Bazaar 

(+40 years of agro-industrial 

production and administration 

experience in Colombia)

2. Ronald Coquis

Business Mentor, Natur Bazaar

(+20 years experience in European 

and LATAM Cannabis industry)

3. Len Smailes

Business Mentor, Natur Bazaar

(Serial entrepreneur, director of 

Cannabiozyme, Australia)

1. Vito Varsano - Cannabis Hemp breeding 
expert from Netherlands. 

2. Juan Carlos Rey - A reputed Colombian 
Cannabis industry consultant.

3. Abu Said Gomez - Cannabis Industry 
Investment expert, Investment 
monetization and banking in Colombia. 

4. Capna Fabrication - Our phase 1 
Extraction Equipment venders. From Sales 
to I&C and staff training. 

5. Pack & Go - Our Exportation partner, 
Colombia.



WHAT WE DO

BUSINESSES
DEVELOPMENT

RELATIONSHIPS
BUSINESS 
STRATEGY

We have currently creating 

businesses in the following areas:

1. Therapeutic phytochemicals 

compounds extraction

2. Cannabis Cultivation

3. Hemp based product chain 

development

4. Medical tourism

5. Future education systems

We take pride in unique trust 

and bonding that we have 

built in the cannabis industry 

especially with our licensed 

farming and corporate 

friends. We are mentored by 

highly experienced cannabis 

industry professionals and 

corporates from Spain and 

Australia.

• Create R&D, Farming, 

Processing and 

Manufacturing units.

• Bond different units into a 

single supply chain 

under a holdings Co.

• Label and Export finished 

goods and feedstock.

• Product and Service sales



1. FULL SPECTRUM HEMP 

EXTRACT

2. CBD, D8 AND D9 THC 

EXTRACT

3. HEMP FIBERS, SEEDS

4. HEMP TOILET PAPER

5. PROTEIN POWDER

6. SEED OIL

7. COSMETICS AND TIOLETRIES

8. TEXTILE

9. HEMP WOOD

10. AYUERVEDIC 

FORMULATIONS

11. BIO-FUEL

FEEDSTOCK & 
PRODUCT 
OFFERINGS

1. We have successfully created 

strong bonding licensed farmers. 

2. Have CBD and THC offtake LOIs. 

3. Business plans and proformas pre-

pandemic 2020.

4. Tropicalized seeds availability.

5. Equipment offerings

6. Strong bonding and support from 

Colombian bureaucracy

CURRENT 
STATUS

4. Have 50 Ha of land under license 

with expansion potential of 500 Ha for 

Cannabinoid production

5. 25,000+ HA of land potential for 

Hemp (partially licensed)

6. Access to highly efficient Bio –

Agriculture Bio-manufacturing 

processes and technology

7. Holdings company in USA (C2C Life)

1. Conglomeration of all corporate units 

under a single Holdings company in 

USA.

2. Transfer and stabilization of tropicalized 

seeds in Coffee zones of Colombia.

3. Design of customized Cannabinoids 

Extraction equipment with a team from 

Argentina and USA.

4. Legal preparations to import Bio-

Agriculture and Bio-Manufacturing 

technology to Colombia from our 

associates.

5. Revamping our plans and optimization 

of current business model to suit the 

pandemic and post-pandemic world.

6. Business financing pursuit

Near - Prospects



A brief about our Socio-Economic Equity program:

Our CSR program is focused on empowering low income stakeholders in the chain by  creating a 
socio-economic feedback and proportional equity in profits of the corporation.

We, at Natur Bazaar believe that a CSR program can be more impactful if it is assumed as a 
responsibility by all of its stakeholders. This program also aims at socio-psychological reforms to the 
mindsets of higher grade employees to create an affinity towards empathy and increase their 
humanitarian works.

Farm Laborers, farmers, technicians, and low-income employees based on sweat equity shall 
receive benefits from annual profits of the company. 

Innovation and Intrapreneurship will be fostered within the company to constantly better it.

Since this program is very ambitious, a lot of opinions are under consideration and the CSR policy is 
not fully ascertained. It is under continuous development. 

OUR SOCIO-ECONOMIC EQUITY PROGRAM



Natur Bazaar is seeking to raise 15 Million USD for all its projects planned in 4 different rounds
(Capitalization: Assets, farm O&M, Manufacturing O&M, Infrastructure, HRM, administration and legalities)

DISCLAIMER !!!
We developed proformas based on the sales potential reflected from the CBD and THC offtake LOIs from our clients. Based on the 

current global and local situation, we would like to refrain from sharing them, as we are doubtful about their applicability in the current 

year. 

FOR INVESTORS
Natur Bazaar SAS is all open ears to Investor offers. It’s not just money that we seek. We seek socialization and empathy of Investors with 

our whole team alongside their wisdom and patience, to make our business sustainable and successful.

MONEY MATTERS – CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND 
PROFORMA



THANKFUL
WE ARE

We hope that you were enlightened by our presentation and will 
join our journey in any way that you can because you too care for 
the planet and your pocket.



Get in Touch
How to

Email: Info@naturbazaar.co, mh@naturbazaar.co

Website:(www.naturbazaar.co)

Phone: +573174332623

mailto:mh@naturbazaar.co
http://www.naturbazaar.co/

